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11552
Spell Cast
Reduction

v3.1
Tweaks MMH 90-6251 Aragon 2009-08-25 null

11551 Spell Cast
Reduction Tweaks MMH 90-13629 Aragon 2009-08-25

This mod reduces the casting cost of a spell based on your skill
level in   the corresponding magic school (destruction, mysticism,

etc). It allows you to develop your mages more satisfactory at
higher levels.      The spell costs will not be lower in the spell

men...

11479 Procyon Tweaks MMH 90-13684 Aragon 2009-09-22

The mage guild trainer Procyon Nigilius (in Sadrith Mora) now
trains security and mercantile instead of destruction and
alteration. When using Wakim's game improvements, it is

impossible to train security or mercantile unless you join a guild
of dubious moral. However, intelligence is only govern...

11385
Monk

Unarmored
Mod

Tweaks MMH 90-13435 Aragon 2009-05-24
This mod balances hand-to-hand and unarmored combat, making

it more fun to play a monk-like character. See
[b]Changelog:[/b]v1.1:    Cleaned for unintentionally modified

GMST values.     v1.0:    Initial version.

11358
Magicka

Regenerate
v2.0

Tweaks MMH 90-13632 Aragon 2009-08-29 null

11206 Faster Tweaks MMH 90-13682 Aragon 2009-09-22

Increases walking and running speed of yourself and NPC's by
one quarter. I personally like this mod since the running speed in

Morrowind is painfully slow. It is still a balanced mod since all
NPC's are also faster. Since the speed increase is fairly low, the

plugin still encourages you to work ...

11150 Denstagmer Tweaks MMH 90-13683 Aragon 2009-09-22

Balances Denstagmer's ring with the Cuirass of the Savior's
Hide. Replaces 30% shock resistance with 30% magicka
resistance on Denstagmer's ring, while lowering the 60%

magicka resistance of the Cuirass to 30% and adding a 30%
shock resistance. This makes the game somewhat more balanced

since you...

11007 Aragon's
Dodge Mod Tweaks MMH 90-13433 Aragon 2009-05-24

This mod is an optimized (and completely rewritten) version
Horatio's   excellent "dodge" mod. Makes unarmored a much

more powerful skill by adding a sanctuary bonus.     This mod is
for wizards, monks, thieves, and Conan-style fighters. It tries to

balance the una...

7472
Spell Cast
Reduction

v3.0
Magic and

Spells MMH 51-1406 Aragon 2009-04-06
------ Reduce spell casting costs.

http://www.xs4all.nl/~dleijen/morrowind.html ------ Author:
Aragon (morrowind.aragon@xs4all.nl)

6996 Dodge-v21 Gameplay MMH 37-224 Aragon 2009-04-06

This mod is for wizards, monks, thieves, and Conan-style fighters.
It tries to balance the unarmored skill against the armored skills.
Right now, the maximal AR you can get with unarmored is about
65. Furthermore, you have less enchantment slots without armor.

The only advantage is that you don&#...

5844 Wizard
Clothes v1.2 Clothing MMH 21-468 Aragon 2009-04-06

This mod adds wizards clothes to Milie Hastien's fine clothier
shop in Balmora. These clothes have higher enchantment values
than normal. This mod is meant for unarmored monks and mages

-- I consider it cheating to use these robes for heavily armored
heroes. Revisions: 1.2: A...

5843 Wizard
Clothes Clothing MMH 21-13627 Aragon 2009-08-25

This mod adds wizard clothes to the shop of the fine clothier
Milie Hastien in Balmora. These clothes have a higher

enchantment rating than normal. This mod is meant especially
for unarmored heroes, one could consider it cheating to use this

mod together with a heavily armored hero.   ...

5410 Monk-v10 Classes MMH 20-1925 Aragon 2009-04-06 ------ Monk strategy. http://www.xs4all.nl/~dleijen/monk.html ------
Author: Aragon. Version: 1.0, 31 may 2004.

4201
Monk

Strategy
Guide

Tutorials MMH 106-14839 Aragon 2013-06-23

This guide gives general hints and tips for playing a monk in
Morrowind. With a monk, I mean a hero that relies almost

entirely on unarmored and hand-to-hand skill for protection and
combat. Morrowind is a fantastic game for role-playing, with a

great choice on how to play your chara...

4191
Mage

Strategy
Guide v0.6

Tutorials MMH 106-14838 Aragon 2013-06-23

This guide gives some general hints and tips for playing a pure
mage in Morrowind. With a pure mage, I mean that the character
will almost entirely rely on magic to stay alive and to perform the
quests. Morrowind is a fantastic game that comes really close to

being a good role playin...
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3429 The Eltmer
v1.9 Races MMH 70-12251 Aragon 2013-02-27

[version 1.9 ~1.3mb]. Adds the Eltmer as a new race. Uses
twelve new faces based on the standard high elf faces but with

brighter eyes and a smoother skin (based on artwork in the high
elves fix mod by Ryan Cain). Also adds six new hairstyles for

males based on standard dark elf hair styles. Adds...

3428 The Eltmer
v1.4 Races MMH 70-12250 Aragon 2013-02-27

[version 1.4 ~8k]. A minimal version: adds the Eltmer as new
race, but uses the standard high elf faces and hair styles The

Eltmer, or Elder Elves, are closely related to the High Elves and
have the same build and appearance, but have brighter eyes. It is

even rumored that the Eltmer a...

3427 The Eltmer Races MMH 70-13628 Aragon 2009-08-25

The Eltmer (or Elder Elves) are a new race of Elves for
Morrowind. They are especially good for playing mages or

diplomats. The plugin is pure and balanced -- the Eltmer are
about as strong as the other races and are closely related to the

High Elves.     Their are two versio...

2381 Tel Magus
v1.0 Houses MMH 44-3592 Aragon 2009-05-12

Telvanni style tower that is great for mages and fighters alike!
On the one hand, it is a grand house with an indoor waterfall and

a tree spanning over four floors, but at the same time it has a
cozy and rustic atmosphere. I tried hard to make this a realistic

and practical house, with quick acce...

484 Ashlander
Tent v2.0 Houses MMH 44-3563 Aragon 2009-05-12

A great home for rangers, hunters, rogues, and adventurers (and
a nice change for mages and fighters). Visit Timsar the tent

maker to earn your own custom-made portable Ashlander yurt.
You can find him just north of Falensarano in the Grazelands. The

great thing about the tent is of co...

483 Ashlander
Tent v1.2 Houses MMH 44-3351 Aragon 2009-05-12

A great home for rangers, hunters, rogues, and adventurers (and
a nice change for mages and fighters). Visit Timsar the tent

maker to earn your own custom-made portable Ashlander yurt.
You can find him just north of Falensarano in the Grazelands. The

great thing about the tent is of co...


